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0333 772 7789

Our mediators are fully accredited by the Family
Mediation Council.

We aim to see you within 7 - 10 days for an
initial appointment and our professional

mediators will work with you to tailor your
mediation to your individual needs.  

For your convenience, we can also offer online
MIAMs and mediation. Optional bespoke pre-

mediation coaching sessions to prepare you for
mediation, support whilst mediating and 

after-care counselling are all available via our
network of experienced counsellors and

psychotherapists.

Follow KeeMediation for news 
and updates 

The key to unlocking your conflict 
and moving into the future…Contact Us

DD Enterprise Centre, 20 Royal Scot Rd, 

The Bay Centre, 21 Trent Boulevard, Lady
Bay, West Bridgford, NG2 5BB.

The Magnolia Centre, 354 Mansfield Road,
Nottingham, NG5 2EF

We offer online mediation nationwide (using
FaceTime, WhatsApp, Zoom and other online

platforms) as well as face-to-face appointments at
these locations; 

 

Pride Park, Derby, DE24 8AJ.

Call us on 0333 772 7789

Our fully accredited mediators can
work with you to resolve matters
and help you to find solutions that

work for you.

Do you need help to resolve 
family conflict? 

Not sure how to move forward?

We can help you

www.keemediation.co.uk

Find out more about us including FAQ's over on
our website: 

 

We genuinely care 
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Mediation is a fast, cost effective, highly
successful way or resolving disputes.  
Recent statistics show around 80% of those
attending mediation reach a settlement.  It is
much quicker and cheaper than going to
court. 
Mediators can help you to find long-term
solutions that work for you and your family. 
You retain control of the outcomes and can
make decisions in a confidential and safe
environment. 

Why should I mediate?

How it works?
Whether you are recently separated, have been
separated for some years or already in the court
process, wish to see your grandchildren, need to
resolve issues around childcare arrangements,
improve communication, and reduce conflict, our
fully accredited mediators can work with you to
resolve matters and help you to find solutions
that work for you.  There are several stages in
the process. 

Intake or Assessment Meeting (MIAM)
Optional Pre-mediation Coaching Sessions
Mediation Sessions
End of Mediation
Child Inclusive Mediation

How much does it cost? 
There are two ways of accessing mediation; via
Legal Aid or paying privately. More clients than
ever before are eligible for legal aid and in which
case mediation will be FREE for you. If you do
not qualify for legal aid yourself, but the other
person does, the cost of your initial assessment
meeting (MIAM) will also be FREE for you, as will
your first joint mediation session with the other
person. 

Our fixed fees are inclusive of VAT with no
hidden costs for session notes, letters and court
forms. Our fees are stated on our website.  

Am I entitled to Legal Aid?
You may be eligible for FREE mediation if you
are assessed as being eligible for legal aid[ † ].
Legal costs for court proceedings typically cost a
minimum of £3,000 each. 

Even if you are not eligible for legal aid,
mediation is a much cheaper option than going
to court.  All our MIAM fees are also inclusive of
court forms, where applicable.

{ † ] Legal aid offered in conjunction with Children 1st Mediation,
Unit 3, 21 Phoenix St, Stonehouse, Plymouth PL1 3DN.

Why choose Family Mediation? 

Family Mediation can help you to resolve
conflict and issues following a separation, as well
as other family disputes. 

It can help both parties focus the needs of  the
children involved including future arrangements,  
how decisions and responsibilities for the
children will be handled. It can help with
financial discussions, how to manage separation,
divorce or dissolution of a civil partnership. It
can also help with how you will communicate
with one another moving forwards. It can help
with changes of name and / or parental
responsibility, and also help grandparents or
stepparents to make arrangements to see the
children. 
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